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Hakone Sightseeing 
Cruise


















What is the Hakone
Sightseeing Cruise?



Approx. 25-40 minute sightseeing cruise from Togendai-ko to Hakone-machi-ko/Moto-Hakone-ko. The Hakone scenery seen from the lake is completely beautiful. In the ship, 3D art and pirate objects, etc., can be enjoyed by children and adults alike.




Feature



















Grand nature from the ship

This sightseeing ship navigates Lake Ashi like a pirate ship! At present there are 3 different design pirate ships! Don’t miss prime spots with Mt. Fuji and the laketop torii gate of Hakone-jinja shrine both in the same view! As well as the views to be had around the lake, the details on the ship are also a sight not to miss!
























Special room

Special room can be enjoyed at an additional charge to the normal fare!

As there is limited ticket sale to the special room, guests can enjoy a luxury space without crowds and a great view from the front of the ship. Enjoy a luxury style cruise!

























Chartered cruise

Enjoy a gracious cruise on an extravagant, gorgeous pirate ship. Why not use it for charters for big groups of people or even to play the scene for special events such as wedding proposals or surprises.




Inquiry














Station Information















Timetable







fare











Discount Passes












Hakone Freepass

Hakone Freepass – for those visiting Hakone for the first time as well as frequent visitors. Please enjoy a good-value, convenient trip to Hakone.



View Details















Tozan bus/sightseeing cruise‘ASHINOKO 2－Day Pass’

Reach Lake Ashi direct by bus! Recommended for Lake Ashi sightseeing including Hakone-jinja shrine, sightseeing cruise, etc.



View Details


















FAQ







About the sightseeing cruise






	


Q.

How long time is required?


	
A.


One way. Approx. 25 ~ 35 minutes  (※1)

Return　Approx. 70 ~ 90 minutes  (※2)


※1 One-way is from Hakone-machi-ko/Moto-Hakone-ko to Togendai-ko, or from Togendai-ko  to Hakone-machi-ko/Moto-Hakone-ko.

※2 Please note that more time will be required for some cruises during the winter season timetable (Dec. 1 to Mar. 19).




	


Q.

Please see the following for how to access Hakone.


	
A.


Please tell me how to access Hakone (Lake Ashi).



From Tokyo (Shinjuku/Airports/Yokohama)






From Kyoto/Osaka






From Nagoya






From Mt. Fuji (Gotemba)





【Access from Hakone-Yumoto Station to Togendai-ko】
Hakone Tozan Bus Togendai Line (T Line) Approx. 40 minutes,Get off at ’Togendai’

【Access from Hakone-Yumoto Station to Hakone-machi-ko】
Hakone Tozan Bus Hakone-machi Line (H Line) Approx. 40 minutes, Hakone Shindo Line (R Line) Approx. 25 minutes,Get off at ‘Hakone-machi-ko’

【Access from Hakone-Yumoto Station to Moto-Hakone-ko】
Hakone Tozan Bus Hakone-machi Line (H Line) Approx. 40 minutes, Hakone Shindo Line (R Line) Approx. 25 minutes, Hakone Kyukaido Line (K Line) Approx. 35 minutes,Get off at ‘Moto-Hakone-ko’




	


Q.

Can I bring my pet onboard?


	
A.


Yes. However, you will need to keep it in a cage or bag, etc.

Cages can be rented for free from the entrance. (2 available at each port.)


※ Please note large dogs (excl. guide dogs) cannot be brought onboard.


※ Pets in slings cannot be accepted. (Please be sure the whole body is covered.)




	


Q.

Can wheelchair users board in their wheelchair?


	
A.


Yes. All 3 ships are barrier-free.
A wheelchair can be rented for free. (1 available at each port)




	


Q.

Can I bring a bicycle onboard?


	
A.


Yes. A special luggage fare (600 yen per bicycle) is charged. Please note there is a limit to the number of bicycles that can be brought on.




	


Q.

Can I reserve?


	
A.


Only groups of 15 members or more can make reservations.
(For group reservations, call 0460-83-6325)
Reservation is here




	


Q.

Is there a restaurant onboard?


	
A.


There are drinks and snacks available for purchase. There is no restaurant.




	


Q.

What type of room is the special room?


	
A.


A luxury room where there is limited access so compared to the normal room, guests can relax. However, there is no seat designation.
An additional fare is charged as well as the normal fare.




	


Q.

How many minutes before can I board?


	
A.


Boarding opens about 5-10 minutes before and passengers will be guided onto the ship.




	


Q.

Is there a toilet onboard?


	
A.


All 3 ships have toilets. In addition, there are also accessible toilets.




	


Q.

Would the sightseeing cruise service be suspended? For what reason would that be?


	
A.


In conditions where safe voyage would be hindered, such as heavy fog or strong wind, etc., the departure time or destination might be changed, or the service may be suspended.














About tickets







	


Q.

Can credit cards, etc., be used to purchase tickets?


	
A.


Yes. JCB, VISA, Mastercard, American Express, DC card, NICOS, Dinersclub, China Union Pay, PASMO and Suica cards are accepted.




	


Q.

Can I board using the Hakone Freepass?


	
A.


If it is within the validity period, the normal room can be used unlimited times.
※ To use the special room, an additional charge is required for each use.




	


Q.

Where can I purchase a Sightseeing cruise/ropeway unlimited use pass?


	
A.


It can be purchased at each sightseeing cruise/ropeway platform.


・Please enquire for the final sale time of each sales office.

・Depending on weather conditions, sale might be suspended.














Other







	


Q.

Is there a carpark?


	
A.


Yes. Togendai-ko  Approx. 40 spaces (free), Approx. 200 spaces (charged), Hakone-machi-ko Approx. 200 spaces (free), Moto-Hakone-ko Approx. 70 spaces (charged).

※ Charged parking spaces are not affiliated with our company so the cost is charged to the customer.




	


Q.

Are there any coin lockers?


	
A.


At Togendai-ko, there are coin lockers in the Togendai terminal premises. At Moto-Hakone-ko, they are at the front Hakone Tozan Bus platform.
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